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In a heterogenous environment, an animal will increase its search effort in areas where
resources are abundant. This behavior can be detected in a path by a decrease in speed, an
increase in tortuosity, or both. First passage time, the amount of time required for an animal to
traverse a circle of a given radius, or buffer, is a common metric for quantifying spatial and
temporal changes along a path. Historical methodology involving first passage time limits the
utility of this metric. Here we instead follow the methodology put forth by Street et al. (2018)
and use a power-law model to characterize the relationship between first passage time and the
scale of the first passage time buffer radii. We then test the model’s applicability across multiple
movement modes using simulated data and further explore its utility by applying it to a dataset of
deer movement and the associated landscape data.
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CHAPTER I
QUANTIFYING ANIMAL MVOEMENT: USING A POWER-LAW TO MODEL THE
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FIRST PASSAGE TIME AND SCALE
Introduction
Understanding how animals traverse and use resources on a heterogeneous landscape is a
central topic in ecology. Animal movement, broadly defined as the physical displacement of an
individual from one location to another, is driven by multiple processes across a range of
spatiotemporal scales (Nathan et al 2008). While some aspects of animal movement are
motivated by long-term fitness consequences (e.g. dispersal to limit inbreeding), animal
movement is largely driven by both internal and external factors in the immediate, where internal
factors include thirst, hunger and other hormonal based drivers and external factors refer to any
force that originates outside of the individual (Holyoak et al 2008). In a heterogenous
environment, an animal seeks to optimize their external and internal demands which may at
times be conflicting (e.g. resource acquisition while minimizing predation risk) (Hobbs and
Gordon 2010, Pinaud and Weimerskirch 2005, 2007, Turner et al 1997). Therefore,
understanding how an animal partitions and uses time in an area can provide insight into the
needs of the individual and profitable areas on a landscape (Barraquand & Benhamou 2008,
Wakefield et al. 2009)
The perceived value of an area to an animal influences how much time it spends in that
location (Fauchald & Tveraa 2003). Space use can be quantified with a series of known animal
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locations and treating that series as either as point process (i.e., points that are not linked in time)
or a time series. In both cases, a local density of points suggests the location is of benefit to the
tracked animal; however in treating the locations as a time series are we able to quantify the
amount of time the animal spends in a given area. Areas that are of greatest value should see the
animal spending considerable time and/or making frequent returns to a specific location.
Common time series metrics include first passage time (FPT) and residence time. While
both measurements have their merits, FPT (i.e., the time required for an individual to cross a
circular buffer of a given radius where each buffer is centered on a known location coordinate;
Johnson et al. 1992; Figure 1) measures search effort or resource use along an animal’s trajectory
while residence time measures the total amount of time spent in a known, trafficked area. Thus
when using fine-scale location data and examining the drivers of movement, FPT is superior to
residence time in that it is able to quantify smaller changes in movement behaviors (e.g. Le Corre
et al 2008, 2014, Bailleul et al. 2010, Hamer et al. 2009, Moreno and Carrascal 1991).
The underlying assumption of studies using FPT is that a foraging animal will increase its
search effort in areas where resources are abundant (Fauchald and Tveraa 2003, Pinaud and
Weimerskirch 2005, 2007). This behavior is captured by an increase in tortuosity (i.e. the degree
of linearity of the path where are more tortuous path would be the less linear path), a decrease in
movement speed or both (Benhamou 1992). As the radius of the FPT buffer (r) increases, so
does the time required for an animal to exit the buffer. Assuming a random walk at a constant
speed, FPT is expected to increase in a log-linear fashion given an exponential scaling
coefficient a following a standard power law relationship (i.e., FPT = ra; Johnson et al. 1992).
The magnitude of a is determined by the tortuosity of the path with more tortuous paths
exhibiting a larger a (Fauchald and Tveraa 2003, Johnson et al. 1992). Barring any additional
2

external or internal influences, the FPT of a randomly walking individual can be characterized by
a log-log regression in the form ln FPTi = a ln ri + c + εi , where a is the slope of the log-log
regression, r is a vector of possible FPT radii, c is an intercept, and ε is a normally distributed
error term (𝜀~𝑁[0, 𝜎]).
Given this known relationship between FPT and r, we might ask, what is the “best” r to
characterize FPT of a moving animal? Previously, this has been defined as the r at which the
variance of FPT (i.e., Var[logFPT]) is maximized (Fauchald and Tveraa 2003, Bryne et al 2014).
The foundational work of Fauchald and Tveraa 2003 argued that the r with the maximum
variance indicates the scale at which an animal’s movements are most tortuous and thus the
patch size at which area restricted search (ARS) behavior occurs. However, Barraquand and
Benhamou 2008 refuted the utility of Var[log(FPT)] and noted that Fachauld and Tveraa’s
method fails to select patch size in a number of real-world cases (i.e., when various resource
patch sizes are present or the animal is in a homogenous environment, or the animal’s speed
varies within profitable patches) and involves subjective segmentation of the movement path
coupled with a complete lack of a statistical framework. Despite these strong criticisms, the use
of Var[log(FPT)] has still continued in modern movement studies (e.g. Byrne et al 2014, Bryne
and Chamberlin 2014, Webber et al. 2020).
Rather than attempt to determine a single “best” scale for FPT, here we develop a method
that allows for scale independence by building on the power law relationship. However, save for
Brownian motion, FPT is inherently dependent on the scale of the r and the fix rate (i.e. the time
interval between GPS location recordings) and therefore we must adapt the power-law
relationship to encompass both scale-variant and scale-invariant movement. Street et al (2018)
introduced a power-law model of the relationship between net displacement and time. This
3

model was comprised of both scale-invariant and scale-variant components and was able to
quantify net displacement across fine and course scales as well a range movement types. Here we
adapt this model in order to address the relationship between FPT and r. Additionally, because
FPT buffers are spatially discrete, we should be able to modify this model to include landscape
coefficients and variables directly into its structure. This modification should then allow for the
effect of scale to vary with landscape conditions. A potential flaw of using the power law model
of FPT is that there exists an r so large that an animal never crosses the buffer and consequently
the relationship between FPT and r would not be truly exponential. Therefore, the question
arises: is the power law structure an adequate model for the relationship between FPT and r?
In this paper, we integrate the power law with FPT and test its applicability across
multiple movement modes using simulated data. We explore the utility of this model by applying
it to a dataset of deer movement generated with GPS collars and the associated landscape data.
We adapted the model to test a single hypothesis involving deer movement at multiple spatial
and temporal variables. We hypothesized that deer movement would be explained by factors
associated with optimal foraging behavior and include factors such as supplemental feed sites
within a buffer (Charnov 1976). This case study provides an empirical example of how to use
our model in practice and further assesses the inferential capabilities of the model.
Methods
Our objective was to identify a general model of FPT as a function of the radius, r, of the
FPT buffer. As we wanted our model to account for multiple movement modes encompassing
scale-invariant and scale-variant tortuosity and given that first passage time can be described by
a power-law function, we co-opted the scale-variant power-law model from Street et al. 2018.
The Street et al. 2018 model was used to describe the relationship between net displacement and
4

time. In our FPT model, we are describing time as a function of distance and thus the equation
becomes:

𝐹𝑃𝑇 = 𝑟 𝑎 ⅇ 𝑏𝑟+𝑐
(1)
and written as the log-log regression equation,

ln 𝐹𝑃𝑇 = 𝑎 ln 𝑟 + 𝑏𝑟 + 𝑐
(2)
where a and b are slopes and c is the intercept of the log-log regression between FPT and r is a
vector of radii of FPT buffers. In comparing our model to Street et al. 2018, we replaced net
displacement, R, with FPT and a vector of temporal integers, τ, with a vector of FPT buffer radii.
Thus, the sole difference between our FPT model and that of Street et al. 2018 is the emphasis on
the spatial rather than temporal scaling); however, this difference introduces critical changes to
the expected values reported by Street et al 2018. Assuming a constant speed, the practical range
for a is greater than or equal to 1 (a ≥ 1), where FPT gets exponentially larger with increasing
radii. As r increases, FPT increases such that a vertical asymptote occurs when the r exceeds the
total home range of the animal (i.e., a r the animal never crosses).
Coefficient b is a measure of skewness of the loglinear slope a and thus, modifies the
relationship between FPT and r as a function of r. Coefficient b can impart positive or negative
skewness and can be any number on the real number line (−∞ < b < ∞). The intercept c is also
able to be any real number. Coefficient c is the measure of log-time required for an animal to
traverse the smallest distance measurable, where larger values of c suggests the animal requires
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more time to traverse the same distance. Paths with greater directional persistence are expected
to have lower values of c.
Simulating animal movement
Using Program R (R Core Team 2018), we simulated six types of animal movement
representing singular and composite trajectories. For the singular trajectory simulations, we used
four movement strategies made up of one walk type: (1) a random walk (RW), (2) a correlated
random walk with narrow dispersion in the distribution of turn angles (CRWn), (3) a correlated
random walk with wide dispersion in the distribution of turn angles (CRWw), and (4) a biased
random walk (BRW). The composite trajectories contained at least two distinct movement
phases. We modeled these with (1) central place foraging (CPF) and (2) and migration between
fixed sites (mCRW).
Following the simulations of Street et al 2018, the turn angle (θ) in the RW model was
drawn from a uniform distribution from 0 to 2π radians while θ in CRWn, CRWw, and BRW
was sampled from a wrapped Cauchy distribution with the dispersion parameter γ = 0.2 (CRWn),
γ = 0.8 (CRWw) and γ = 0.01 angular deviations from the direction of the bias (BRW).
For the CPF simulation, the simulated animal moves away from a central attractor a
random number of steps in approximately ballistic movement before it is pulled back to the
attractor. Finally, the mCRW simulation was conducted such that the animal performed a CRW
as described above in the sedentary phase and directed movement towards the other site during
the migratory phase. CPF and mCRW movement modes represent composite walks while RW,
CRWn, CRWw and BRW represent more baseline movement modes. See Street et al. 2018 for
more details on simulation characteristics.
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For each simulation, the step length (i.e. the distance between two location points) was
set to 1 distance unit and position information (i.e. fix) was recorded every 1 time unit. We ran
each movement simulation at 10,000 steps (Figure 2) and 100,000 steps (Figure 3) resulting in
two randomized trajectories for each movement mode.
First passage time analysis
We conducted FPT analyses of each simulated movement path using the adehabitatLT
package (Calenge 2006) in Program R (R Core Team 2018) and following the methods of
Fauchald and Tveraa (2003). It is often argued that FPT analysis requires a constant step length,
thus data on animal movement trajectories are typically redescretized to a constant step length
(Fauchald and Tveraa 2003, Turchin 2015). We thus created a second dataset where we
rediscretized the simulated trajectories to a constant step length of 2. Although this is technically
unnecessary because our simulations operate at a constant step length of 1 linear unit and FPT
can be calculated with a constant fix rate instead of a constant step length, we opted to do this in
order to be consistent with the previous literature. The rediscretization imposed irregular fix rates
on the data. To standardize the number of steps across all trajectories, we truncated the
rediscretized paths from 100,000 to 10,000 steps. Thus we had two datasets comprised of 10,000
location points for each simulated movement mode – one with a regular fix rate (Figure 2) and
one with an irregular fix rate (Figure 3). For both datasets, FPT values were calculated at every
retained fix for all buffer radii, r, ranging from 5 to 1500 distance units at 5 distance unit
intervals.
In the resulting datasets, each set of simulated coordinates was repeated 300 times (i.e.,
300 unique radii for each fix) for a total of 3,000,000 observations. These values are inherently
not independent within a fix because FPT buffers are essentially concentric circles around a
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given fix. Thus, we randomly sampled 5000 fixes without replacement from the 10,000 retained
fixes (i.e., 150,000 subsampled observations), From these, we randomly sampled a single FPT
buffer for each fix to generate a new dataset of 5,000 independent observations and estimated a
log-log regression of the form described above for this independent dataset. Because the
regression outputs strongly depend on which fixes and radii are sampled, we repeated this
procedure 500 times resulting in 500 models where each model was informed by a unique
combination of 5,000 independent geographic coordinates and buffer sizes.
We calculated coefficient of determination, R2, and Akaike information criterion (AIC)
for each of the 500 models informed by the 5,000 unique points and then averaged the value
across all models. R2 provides a measure of the goodness-of-fit for each model while AIC
provides information on the relative quality of the individual models (Akaike 1974).
To evaluate how coefficient c changes with varying degrees of tortuosity, we simulated
20 CRWs with the dispersion parameter ranging from γ = 0 to γ = 0.99 (Figure 4). When the
dispersion parameter, γ, is equal to zero (γ = 0), the resulting walk is Brownian motion and is
expected to have the greatest degree of tortuosity. Tortuosity decreases as the dispersion
parameter, γ, increases and this analysis gives a value to that relationship.
Case study with white-tailed deer
To assess how our model performed with real animal movement data, we used a dataset
that contained location data from 38 male white-tailed deer using GPS collars (Lotek Wireless,
Inc., Newmarket, Ontario, Canada). The collars recorded locations at 15-minute intervals for the
full duration of the state hunting season (October 1 – January 31) and at 4-hour intervals during
the off-season. Because FPT is better suited for fine resolution data, we restricted our dataset to
the 15-minute recordings during the hunting seasons. Location data was collected over two
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consecutive hunting seasons, though not all individuals were present across both years. During
the 2017-2018 hunting season (HS ’17), we collected data from 33 deer, and 19 during 20182019 (HS ’18). For the purposes of this model, we considered each ID-year to be a unique
individual, that is, the same deer could be recorded over two hunting seasons and the model
would count this as two separate individuals.
The study area was approximately 50,000 acres and extended into both Madison and
Yazoo counties in the west-central portion of Mississippi. This area was comprised entirely of
private land that is a patchwork of forest (bottomland hardwoods, upland deciduous and
coniferous forests) and agriculture (corn, cotton, peanut and soybean). The study area had 89
feeder locations and approximately 991 acres of food plots for deer consumption (Henderson et
al 2020).
We adapted the methodology used for the simulated data to calculate the FPT for each
deer. However, additional steps were required to regularize the trajectory such that each fix
occurred at exact 15-minute intervals. Missing fixes were then recorded as NA. We collected a
total of 601,299 location fixes across all 56 unique deer-years IDs. To calculate FPT, we used the
adehabitatLT package and computed FPT for each point with 30 m, 60 m, 90m, 120 m, 250 m,
500 m and 1000 m buffers. We selected the minimum 30 m radius to match the 30 m resolution
of the National Land Cover Database (NLCD) (Homer et al. 2020), while the 1000 m maximum
is within reported home range sizes of adult male white-tailed deer (Brunjes et al 2009, Webb et
al 2006).
To assess the performance of our model in a real-world setting, we modified our model to
include landscape coefficients and variables affecting deer movement. Under our hypothesis that
deer movement is described by variables related to optimal foraging behavior we identified the
9

following as covariates for our adjusted model: proportional coverage of deciduous forest, other
mixed forest, herbaceous cover and supplemental food plots, presence of feeders, breeding
season (rut) timing and time of day.
As each variable must be tracked alongside FPT, we included landscape covariates by
either calculating proportional coverage or determining presence within each FPT buffer. Using
the National Land Cover Database (NLCD) 2016 raster, we created binary rasters that allowed us
to calculate the proportional coverage of deciduous forest, other forest (a group comprised of
mixed forest, evergreen forest and woody wetlands) and herbaceous cover (shrub/scrub,
grasslands/herbaceous, sedge/herbaceous and emergent herbaceous wetlands) for each FPT
buffer. We created a binary raster of cool season food plots (i.e., food plots active during the
hunting season; here after referred to as food plots) to calculate the proportional coverage of food
plots per individual FPT buffer. Feeder presence was measured as the binary presence or absence
where any number of feeders inside the buffer is considered present.
To address how buck locations and habitat variables change across a diurnal cycle, we
included time of day in the model by transforming the time of each fix using two circular time
harmonics, sin(2πt/T) and cos(2πt/T), where t is the observed daily time and T is the maximum
possible time (e.g. T = 24 when the unit of measure is hours). This gives a unique set of two time
harmonics for each unit of time in a 24 hour period and allows for the further examination of
individual variation in activity patterns in a diurnal cycle (Forester et al. 2009, Street et al 2016).
Rut is included as a six-level factor with each level corresponding to a different stage of
the breeding season: non-rut (Oct 1 – Nov 27), pre-rut (Nov 27 – Dec 10), early rut (Dec 11 –
Dec 24), peak rut (Dec 25 – Jan 7), late rut (Jan 8 – Jan 21) and post rut (Jan 22- Jan 31)
(MWFPD 2020).
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We included interactive effects for both time and scale of r with all spatial variables, thus
our final model contains 34 covariates. The model takes on the general form,

𝐹𝑃𝑇 = 𝑟 𝑎 ⅇ 𝑏𝑟+𝑐+ 𝛽𝑛 𝑋𝑛

(3)

where X is the landscape variable and β is the associated coefficient. Both X and β can be any
real number.
As with the simulated data, the buck location fixes are not independent of each other, so
we resampled the data using the same methods used in the simulation analysis. We modified the
resampling procedure slightly to accommodate the sheer number of buck fixes, increasing the
number of resampled points to 50,000 and repeated this procedure 5,000 times. To evaluate the
outputs, we generated figures with the proportional coverage of deciduous forest, herbaceous
cover, and food plots as the independent variable, and FPT as the dependent variable. We used
the maximum proportional coverage for each cover type at each scale. At smaller r scales the
maximum was 1 (100% coverage), while at larger scales the maximum value was significantly
lower, Table 1. Figures were generated for dawn, noon, and dusk time period (6AM, 12PM, and
6PM), non-rut and peak-rut and feeder presence and absence.
Results
Simulated movement
FPT increased with the radii of each FPT circle for all simulated movement modes and
fix rates and thus demonstrated the expected power-law relationship. As the radii of the circle
increases, an animal walking at a constant velocity will increase its duration inside the circle. All
11

simulated trajectories demonstrated a maximum radii where beyond this value, the FPT value
cannot be calculated because the animal never exits the buffer radii (Figure 5, Figure 6).
Coefficient a, representing the rate of increase in FPT as a function of size of the FPT
buffer, varied for each movement type. RW, CRWw and BRW showed the largest rate of
increase. All three movement modes, RW, CRWw, and BRW, Table 2, exhibited a greater
degree of tortuosity compared to movement modes which are either entirely more directed
(CRWn) or contain phases in which the animal makes a directed movement (CPF, mCRW). As
FPT is expected to increase as tortuosity increases (i.e., in area restricted search behavior),
tortuous movement types show a faster increase in FPT with size than less tortuous movement
types.
CRWn is a more directed movement mode and had a lower a value than RW, CRWw,
and BRW but still fell within the practical range for a (a ≥ 1). CPF and mCRW both showed the
slowest increase in FPT with size. It is notable that for the regular fix movement, CPF and
mCRW fell below the practical values for a. CPF and mCRW both showed the slowest increase
in FPT with size. It is notable that for the regular fix movement, CPF and mCRW fell below the
practical values for a.
Coefficient b, which measures the skewness of the loglinear slope a, varied in sign and
magnitude across all models and fix rate. Notably, the sign of b for RW and CRWn changed
direction depending on the fix rate. The intercept c also varied in magnitude across models
though sign remained constant across fix rates.
Coefficient c, which measures the amount of log-time required for an animal to traverse
the smallest distance measurable, changed with the amount of tortuosity of the given path
(Figure 7). CRWn, the simulated trajectory with the least amount of dispersion, demonstrated the
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smallest value of c. The largest values of c were for the CPF and mCRW models suggesting that
both movement modes are less directionally persistent than other paths.
R2 values calculated for each model were consistently greater than 0.92 for all movement
modes except CPF and mCRW. This may again be due to the compositional nature of these
movement types. Following the same trend, AIC values for CPF and mCRW were also
approximately twice as large as AIC values for all other movement mode.
Case study with white-tailed deer
Following our regularization procedure to constrain the data to exact 15 minute intervals,
the deer dataset contained a total of 660,804 locations fixes across 52 deer-years with
approximately 7% being NA (meaning, there was no recorded location for the regularized 15
minute intervals). The average number of actual location points per deer-year was 11,796 with a
minimum of 11,267 and a maximum of 11,808. All individuals had fixes on both the start date
and end date of a hunting season, meaning their movement was recorded for the entire duration
of a hunting season.
The model had a total of 34 covariates and coefficients (Figure 8). Positive coefficients
increase FPT meaning the individual is remaining in a buffer for a longer period of time, while
negative coefficients decrease FPT and thus, conversely, suggests an individual is moving
quicker or more directly.
Of the landscape variables, food plots, herbaceous cover, other forest cover, and feeder
presence all returned ranges of β coefficients that were consistently positive as did the
interactions between the cosine time harmonic and deciduous forest, cosine and other forest, sine
and deciduous forest, sine, and food plot cover, sine and herbaceous cover, sine and other forest,
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and sine and feeder presence,. Positive values for β coefficients of the temporal variables (i.e. rut
timing and circular time harmonics) included non-rut, pre-rut, peak rut, and late rut.
The β coefficient for the sine circular time harmonic was consistently negative as were the
interactions between cosine and food plot cover, and cosine and herbaceous cover. The
interaction between the logarithm of the scale of the FPT buffer radii and all spatial variables
measured also showed regularly negative β coefficient values. Of these, herbaceous cover
showed the strongest positive effect while the interaction between logarithm of the scale of FPT
buffer radii and herbaceous cover showed the strongest negative effect. The β for any variable
containing the non-log scale term all returned values close to 0.
As with the simulated movement models, FPT increased with the scale of r. This trend
was present across all proportional coverage types, time periods, rut, and regardless of feeder
presence (Figure 9-14).
Habitat
In examining the resulting graphs of FPT as a function of proportional coverage, we
found that deer positioned away from a feeder had a smaller FPT regardless of coverage type
examined (Figure 9 - 14). This suggests that in general, deer near a feeder are remaining in the
area longer. Increasing proportional coverage of a given landcover type had varying impact on
the predicted FPT depending on the buffer size used. For example, herbaceous cover during peak
rut (Figure 12), showed an increase in FPT with increasing herbaceous cover at 30 m buffers,
while at the 120 m buffer, the opposite relationship is observed and as the proportion of
herbaceous cover increases, the FPT decreases. At the 500 m and 1000 m buffer sizes, the same
positive relationship between FPT and increasing proportional coverage is present. This trend
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was present across both the noon and dusk time periods with dusk showing the fastest rate of
decrease in FPT with increasing proportional coverage.
In general, trends present in FPT across a coverage type in the non-rut time period were
also present across the peak rut time period. That is, again using herbaceous cover as an
example, the positive relationship between FPT and increasing proportional coverage at the 30 m
buffer and the negative relationship seen at the 120 m buffer at dusk are present during the peak
rut and non-rut time periods. The notable difference in FPT across rut timing is that peak rut has
smaller FPT values overall compared to that of the non-rut time period which suggests that
animals are more mobile during peak rut.
Across all graphs, the graph of food plots at 1000 m buffers had the largest predicted FPT
(Figure 13, Figure 14). At the smaller 30 m and 120 m buffers, increasing food plot coverage
showed a decreasing in FPT for both noon and dusk time periods. At the larger 500 m and 1000
m buffers, FPT increased with increasing food plot coverage. Deciduous forest showed a similar
trend with the negative relationship between FPT and increasing deciduous forest cover at small
buffers during noon and dusk and generally a slightly positive relationship at larger buffers.
As deer are known to be crepuscular (Edmunds et al. 2017, Webb et al. 2009), similar
dawn and dusk movement trends were expected, however, overall noon and dusk time periods
tended to show similar trends while dawn and dusk often showed opposite relationships between
FPT and increasing proportional coverage. All time periods for a given buffer size tended to have
a similar maximum FPT, thus no one time period showed a tendency for increased movement
activity overall.
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The model consistently predicted negative values of FPT across all landcover types at 30
m buffers. By definition, negative values of FPT are not viable and thus this is an artefact of the
model.
Discussion
Using a simple log-log regression formula, we were able to identify and evaluate a
general model of FPT as a function of the size of the FPT circular buffer for both scale-variant
and scale-invariant movement modes. This model allowed for quantitative description a diverse
array of trajectories at varying levels of tortuosity commonly observed in nature and importantly
was able to circumvent the traditional methods of FPT analysis. In this way, we were able to
avoid any attempt to determine the “best” FPT buffer to characterize animal movement and
instead our model should be used across a range of FPT buffer radii.
The model performed proficiently for all trajectories tested but generally performed
better for trajectories comprised of a singular movement mode. This general model of FPT
showed a power-law relationship between FPT and the scale of the FPT buffer radii and
demonstrated maximum FPT and maximum FPT buffer radii for each movement mode tested.
Beyond these maximum values, FPT could not be calculated because the simulated individual
never crossed the boundary of the buffer. In trajectories in which the simulated mover is taking a
directed or unbound path, increasing the number of steps in the simulated trajectories would
increase the maximum FPT value and associated FPT buffer radii, continuing the trend seen in
Figures 5 and 6. For trajectories that are bound by location (i.e. BRW, CPF and mCRW), the
maximum FPT buffer radii is reached when the buffer encircles the entire “home-range” of the
simulated individual. That is, once the FPT buffer includes the entire area the mover traverses
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and increasing the number of steps the mover takes does not increase the net displacement from
the starting location, the FPT buffer radii will not increase with increasing steps.
The log-log regression of CPF and mCRW at temporally regular fix rates produced
average a values of less than 1, which were outside of the practical range for coefficient a. This
is likely due to the multi-trajectory nature of these movement modalities. The model was able to
explain CPF better than mCRW because the difference in the movement modes within CPF are
not as drastically different as the two movement modes of mCRW. At small FPT buffer radii, the
CPF simulated animal movement in a pattern similar to that of a random walk. Coefficient b for
CPF imparts positive skewness and so, at larger sizes, coefficient b counteracts the effect of the
slope, a and the animal’s movement becomes more directed. This directed movement is
demonstrated in the excursions away from the animal’s central foraging locations.
The model was not able characterize mCRW as well as other trajectories and once the
spatial size exceeded ~750 distance units, the model predicts a decrease in FPT (Figure 5 –
mCRW). Due to the nature of the sampling protocols in this study, at large spatial sizes, there are
relatively few FPT values available and being a migratory system, the FPT values collected at
larger radii are always during the directed, migratory phase thus giving an artefactual decrease in
FPT at large buffer radii. These results do not mean that this model is unsuitable for trajectories
comprised of multiple movement modes, rather for the model to be able to explain composite
behaviors those behaviors should be first segmented into singular movement modes (e.g. in the
case of mCRW the trajectory should be split into encamped movement and movement between
distinct geographic regions; Le Corre et al. 2014, Edelhoff et al. 2016, Barraquand and
Benhamou 2008).
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Our simple log-log regression model acts as a baseline model that demonstrates the
relationship between FPT and buffer radii in the absence of any effect by the environment on the
way an animal is moving and using its space. Without any external inputs, an animal’s FPT
increases as the FPT buffer size increases until the buffer becomes so large that the animal can
no longer cross the boundary. While there is management utility in the simplified model, for
example the maximum buffer size identified may be useful in determining the seasonal or
lifetime utilization distribution, adding in habitat covariates increases the practicality of this
model. In applying our model to data from GPS collared deer and incorporating 34 spatial and
temporal variables we demonstrated the effects of habitat across multiple scales of r.
Broadly we found that deer near feeder locations tended to be more mobile than deer
positioned away from a feeder and deer are more mobile when in peak rut as compared to nonrut (Figure 9 – 14). From this analysis alone, we cannot determine if this is due to a decrease in
movement speed, an increase in tortuosity, or both. Decreased movement when near a feeder
could be explained by deer increasing foraging time at a feed site while increased movement
during rut is most likely due to mate seeking behavior and a decrease in foraging behavior (Flint
and Krzywinski 1997).
The effect of increasing proportional coverage of a given landcover type was not constant
across scales, suggesting that forage preference is not consistent across spatial scale. This may be
due to differences in perception across scales (Olden et al. 2004) or varying internal and internal
drivers working at alternate spatial scales. For example, at small 30 m buffers, there was a
positive relationship between FPT and the proportion of herbaceous cover at dusk, thus at 100%
coverage for a 30 m buffer, the animal is increasing its time spent in that buffer. At the 120 m
buffer size during dusk, FPT decreases with increasing proportion of herbaceous cover and in
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areas with a large swath of herbaceous cover, the deer is moving out of the buffer faster. It could
be that at small buffer sizes, the deer is focused on consuming the herbaceous cover and slows
down to perform ARS behavior, but if the 120 m buffer was composed entirely of herbaceous
cover, the deer lacks cover from predators and is more likely to move out of the area. In using
these multiple scales of radii, we avoid the effect of larger scale movement patterns masking
patterns at smaller scales (Fauchald, Erikstad, & Skarsfjord 2000).
By examining the average value, sign, and consistency of the β coefficients for each
variable of the model, we are able to determine which factors have the strongest influence on
deer movement. Our analysis suggests on this landscape, deer movement is most impacted by
herbaceous cover, other forest cover, feeder presence or absence and the interaction between the
log(scale) of the FPT buffer r and herbaceous cover. The former three variables all positively
effect movement, meaning they increase FPT, while the latter negatively effects movement by
decreasing FPT. However, it is still vital to examine the impact of variables with large
coefficients across multiple scales as demonstrated by the effect of proportion of herbaceous
cover on FPT varying across buffer sizes. Determining what factors strongly impact animal
movement and how these factors change across scales can assist in land management and
conservation decisions.
Our model extends to functionality of FPT analysis. Historically the primary use of FPT
analysis in ecology was to determine the scale at which ARS behavior is present, to locate
profitable areas and the size of said profitable areas and migratory timings and patterns (e.g. Le
Corre et al. 2014, Fachauld and Tverra 2003, Barraquand and Benhamou 2008) , but using the
log-log regression methodology proposed here, we can use FPT analysis to determine what
landscape and individual variables impact animal movement and importantly examine how those
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impacts vary across scale. Our approach is one that is easy to implement and adds to the arsenal
of tools available to land managers. A simple expansion of our methods would be to create
competing or alternative movement hypothesis, determine which habitat variable inform each
model and run a model competition procedure.
Table 1

Minimum and maximum proportional coverage of deciduous forest, herbaceous
cover, and food plots at 30m, 60m, 90m, 120m, 250m, 500m and 1000m r buffers.
Deciduous Forest

Herbaceous Cover

Food Plots

Buffer size

min. cover

max. cover

min. cover

max. cover

min. cover

max. cover

30 m

0.00

1.00

0.00

1.00

0.00

1.00

60 m

0.00

1.00

0.00

1.00

0.00

1.00

90 m

0.00

0.93

0.00

1.00

0.00

0.93

120 m

0.00

0.90

0.00

0.92

0.00

0.73

250 m

0.00

0.73

0.00

0.64

0.00

0.30

500 m

0.00

0.55

0.00

0.35

0.00

0.12

1000 m

0.00

0.34

0.00

0.17

0.00

0.07
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Table 2
Regular fix

Average log-log regression coefficients for simulated movement paths at either
regular or irregular temporal fix rates.
a

SEa

b

SEb

c

SEc

R2

AIC

2.031

0.001

0.004

0.00006

0.679

0.002

0.920

5824.438

1.635

0.001

0.0003

0.00008

-0.126

0.002

0.940

4454.225

2.000

0.001

-0.008

0.00001

0.3681

0.002

0.945

4150.871

1.934

0.001

0.006

0.00004

0.696

0.002

0.923

5794.392

0.862

0.002

0.006

0.00004

3.592

0.006

0.582

10887.22

0.904

0.002

0.00006

0.000005

1.991

0.008

0.619

11038.5

2.139

0.001

-0.008

0.00001

0.635

0.002

0.939

5295.814

1.806

0.0004

-0.002

0.000003

-0.543

0.002

0.945

4505.264

CRWw

1.975

0.001

-0.003

0.00001

0.521

0.002

0.939

5322.038

BRW

1.978

0.001

0.0006

0.00002

0.773

0.002

0.926

6602.204

1.261

0.002

0.010445

0.00003

1.648

0.004

0.760

12472.89

1.273

0.001

-0.00014

0.000004

0.148

0.006

0.728

11156.15

Moveme
nt
RW
CRWn
CRWw
BRW
CPF
mCRW

Irregular
fix

RW
CRWn

CPF
mCRW

RW, Random Walk; BRW, Biased Random Walk; CRWn, Correlated Random Walk with
narrow dispersion of turn angles; CRWw, Correlated Random Walk with wide dispersion of turn
angles; CPF, Central Place Foraging; mCRW, Migration; a, slope of the log–log relationship
between FPT and size of the FPT buffer; b, skewness of the slope; c, measurement of log-time
required for an animal to traverse the smallest distance measurable. For the temporally regular
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fix rates a constant step length of one spatial unit was used and for the temporally irregular fixes,
the pathway was spatially rediscretzed to a constant two distance unit step length.

Figure 1

An illustration of first passage time (FPT).

The buffer is centered on each known location coordinate and the FPT for each coordinate is
calculated as the time between the first crossing of the circle backward and forward along the
path. Thus, FPT measures the total time the individual remains in a buffer of a given radius
(Johnson et al. 1992, Fauchald & Tveraa 2003)
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Figure 2

Simulated trajectories from six movement strategies.

RW, Random Walk; BRW, Biased Random Walk; CRWn, Correlated Random Walk with
narrow dispersion of turn angles; CRWw, Correlated Random Walk with wide dispersion of turn
angles; CPF, Central Place Foraging; mCRW, Migration.
For the random walk, turn angles were sampled from a uniform distribution from 0 to 2π radian.
For the correlated random walk with narrow or wide dispersion and the biased random walk, turn
angles were sampled from a wrapped Cauchy distribution with μ = 0 and γ = 0.2, 0.8 and 0.01.
Each path was composed of 10,000 steps with each step length set to 1 distance unit and the fix
rate at 1 time unit intervals.
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Figure 3

Simulated trajectories using the same distributions as described in Figure 1.

RW, Random Walk; BRW, Biased Random Walk; CRWn, Correlated Random Walk with
narrow dispersion of turn angles; CRWw, Correlated Random Walk with wide dispersion of turn
angles; CPF, Central Place Foraging; mCRW, Migration
The trajectories were composed of 100,000 step and an initial step length of 1 distance unit and
fixes at 1 time unit intervals. The paths were spatially rediscretized to a constant step length of 2
distance units, which caused the fixes to no longer occur at regular intervals.
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Figure 4

Simulated CRWs with varying values for the dispersion parameter, γ.

Large values of γ represent more directed movement while smaller values of γ correspond to
more tortuous walks. When γ = 0.00 the CRW becomes a RW. Each path is composed of 10,000
steps, each step length is 1 distance unit and the fix rate is at 1 time unit intervals
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Figure 5

Data from the 500 independent models of first passage time (FPT) from six
simulated movement trajectories at increasing FPT buffer radii (size, r) – regular fix

Each path is composed of 10,000 steps, each step length is 1 distance unit and the fix rate is at 1
time unit intervals. Mean FPT (black line) is calculated from the function FPT = ra ebr+c .
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Figure 6

Data from the 500 independent models of first passage time (FPT) from six
simulated movement trajectories at increasing FPT buffer radii (size, r) – irregular
fix

The trajectories here are composed of 10,000 2 distance unit step lengths at irregular fixes.
Mean FPT (black line) is calculated from the function FPT = ra ebr+c
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Figure 7

The resulting values of coefficient c in response to varying values of the dispersion
parameter, γ.

The dispersion parameter, γ, increases as the tortuosity of the movement path decreases. The
negative relationship between γ and coefficient c decreases, demonstrates that animals that move
more tortuously tend to take a longer amount of time to cross a small distance.
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Figure 8

Average values for coefficients used in the optimal forage model constructed using
data from GPS collared deer.

The coefficients are divided by main effects, interactive effects involving scale, interactive
effects of log(scale), interactive effects of sin, and interactive effects of cos. Bars indicate 95%
confidence intervals and “::” indicates an interaction between two variables.

Figure 9

Change in FPT with proportion of deciduous forest cover during non-rut.

Proportional coverage was calculated for each FPT buffer at each specified radii. The upper four
figures show the impact of deciduous forest cover on FPT for the dawn (6AM), the middle row
at noon (12PM), while the lower four figures show this interaction at dusk (6PM).
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Figure 10

Change in FPT with proportion of deciduous forest cover during peak rut.

Proportional coverage was calculated for each FPT buffer at each specified radii. The upper four
figures show the impact of deciduous forest cover on FPT for the dawn (6AM), the middle row
at noon (12PM), while the lower four figures show this interaction at dusk (6PM).

Figure 11

Change in FPT with proportion of herbaceous cover during non-rut.

Proportional coverage was calculated for each FPT buffer at each specified radii. The upper four
figures show the impact of deciduous forest cover on FPT for the dawn (6AM), the middle row
at noon (12PM), while the lower four figures show this interaction at dusk (6PM).
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Figure 12

Change in FPT with proportion of herbaceous cover during peak rut.

Proportional coverage was calculated for each FPT buffer at each specified radii. The upper four
figures show the impact of deciduous forest cover on FPT for the dawn (6AM), the middle row
at noon (12PM), while the lower four figures show this interaction at dusk (6PM).

Figure 13

Change in FPT with proportion of food plot cover during non-rut.

Proportional coverage was calculated for each FPT buffer at each specified radii. The upper four
figures show the impact of deciduous forest cover on FPT for the dawn (6AM), the middle row
at noon (12PM), while the lower four figures show this interaction at dusk (6PM).
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Figure 14

Change in FPT with proportion of food plot cover during peak rut.

Proportional coverage was calculated for each FPT buffer at each specified radii. The upper four
figures show the impact of deciduous forest cover on FPT for the dawn (6AM), the middle row
at noon (12PM), while the lower four figures show this interaction at dusk (6PM).
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